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FROM YOUR EDITOR
I have to begin by thanking Helen
Kirkness for her write up on the
Gambol V which was intended for
inclusion in the Polar News. This
has now been published in the
summer edition of the Club
magazine which went to print
earlier this month so you will have
had the opportunity to read all
about the event and hopefully
consider attending next year's
event.
The Polars have had a busy couple
of months starting with our annual
Dream Rides at Thirlestane, then
over the Border to attend Classics
at Bywell before heading back to
the Royal Mile in Edinburgh for
Classics in the City. Many thanks
to Sid for his piece and photos of
this event which goes from
strength to strength.
Looking ahead, there may still be
time to join the line up at Bo'ness
(please check with Andrew Carrie)
and/or join us for lunch the
following Sunday. Fingers crossed
the sun keeps shining!

forecast downpour, but this
required us to sit in Helens’ for an
hour or so for tea and cakes –
thanks to Helen, Mike and Dave for
the assistance!
After lunch on the Saturday we
made our way to the castle to set
up for our 13th appearance at the

Borders Vintage Automobile Club's
Motoring Extravaganza, this time
with sponsorship, and rebadged as
the BVAC Classic. The weather was
changeable to say the least, but
generally wet, which presented a
challenge for setting up.
Unfortunately, I had discovered

THIRLESTANE DREAM
RIDES
Once again we had a very good
turnout of helpers on the Saturday,
with the pre setting up lunch at the
Lauderdale attended by a good
number of Bears and some
welcome volunteers from the MG
club. This year there was a slight
difference from the usual
proceedings in that we (Pat and I)
had stopped at Helen Kirkness’
house on the way down the
previous day, to pick up the sand
and water containers for the
garage fence, along with the
bunting reels and sundry other bits
and pieces. We managed to get
everything into the van prior to the
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that morning that an essential piece
of equipment, i.e. the credit card
machine, had been left in our house
in Aberdeenshire, and there was
nothing for it but to go and fetch it.
This necessitated clearing the van of
all the equipment as quickly as
possible, which was very much
eased by the presence of Dillon’s
dad Bob, the only person we’ve
ever had who could carry two of the
sand filled containers at one go! I
left as soon as the van was cleared,
leaving Pat and the rest to set it up.
In the event this proved largely
impossible, since there then arrived
the local silver band (junior and
senior), who were required to play
for the returning run participants.
Since it was raining virtually
continuously, and they had come
without a marquee, we very kindly
lent them ours, meaning that all of
our equipment other than the fence
had to be piled into one end. Little
could be achieved other than
erecting the fence, and since the
Bears team had to leave by 3 pm
there was nothing more to be done.
I eventually arrived back at the
hotel at 10 pm, to a very welcome
pint and the company of Keith and
Ann Borkett, and Steve and Jane
Chant.
Sunday dawned looking as
miserable as Saturday had been,
although the rain was mostly
holding off. Once again we had to
have the big and middle marquees
as one large space containing
booking, driver refreshments and
charity spaces. These had been
erected the previous day, and all of
the other paraphernalia was soon
completed and ready for business.
Our thanks go to caretaker Colin for
the tables, and to BVAC’s David
Pratt who helped our team locate
Colin! A number of cars didn’t

make it on the day, notably
Jonathan Barton in his Viper, Neil
Murray in his latest Porsche, and
James McChlery’s Lamborghini:
(James brought the Nissan GTR
instead, because of weather
considerations). However, we still
had a good selection and quality of
cars. The line-up had several
newcomers, both cars and drivers,
including Stuart Nichol in his latest
acquisition, a Ferrari 458, and
William Beckmann in the Focus RS,
which appears to be fairly ordinary
until you look at the performance
figures! We also had the welcome
return of Graham Craig’s Daimler
SP 250 “Dart”, and our Chair Lisa
Binfield in a fabulous Bentley
Continental GTC, which apparently
had the distinction of having
massaging front seats. Thanks to
all of these, and of course our
regular members and cars, who all
contributed to the success of the
event.
We were also blessed with plenty
of non-driving helpers, including
Steve Ormerod, all coming to help
even though their cars were out of
action or not required. The
mythical long distance medal for
drivers goes once again to Keith
and Ann Borkett.
In the first couple of hours the
“trade” was, to put it bluntly, dire,
but both the weather and the trade
picked up towards lunchtime and
for a few hours thereafter.
Unfortunately, in a repeat of last
year, at about 3:30 pm the
weather let us down again, and we
had a relatively short but heavy
shower, which was sufficient to
send the public to their cars. It did
stop fairly quickly but the damage
was done. However, on the day
we managed to send out some 55
rides, which was somewhat fewer
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than last year, but a creditable
result given the conditions. Top
draw was, of course, Julian Foster,
in number of rides if not donations,
as always buzzing around in the
Messerschmitt to the delight of all
who rode in her. Richard Webber
was a very good second in the
Lancia.

The Dream Rides event raised a
total of £1,761, the rides total
being topped up by public and
members donations. The total will
go to the Borders Children’s
Charity, and thanks go to Suzanne
Mulholland and her colleagues for
their assistance on the day.
A very big thank-you to all the

drivers, and all the other Polars and
Bears of other fur colours, who
maintained a cheerful attitude
throughout the bad weather, and
worked so hard before and on the
day to make a successful event,
and enjoyable for everyone.
The following sentiment, expressed
by one of our members in Email
after the event, sums up the Bears’
attitude in a nutshell:
“Although I only got the one ride ,
I thoroughly enjoyed the two days
involved, and as with so many
specific activities, it really comes
down to the friendship and fun
that you get by being involved.”
Dick Nortcliffe

providing the initial SBMC
paperwork and, as it turned out,
the majority of the cars, although
this was not the intended plan.
The main advantage of this
arrangement from my personal
viewpoint was that for the first time
I managed to enter the XJS as a
Dream Rides car at a Polar event,
BYWELL
although almost inevitably I didn’t
On a very sunny and warm 1st July, get any rides, but more about that
7 cars, their drivers and sundry
shortly.
companions, assembled at Bywell
Of course the planning and
Hall in Northumberland for Sporting organisation was faultless as we
Bears Dream Rides at “The Great
have come to expect from such an
Classic Show at Bywell”. This event experienced team, and we had
superseded what was the Classic
been assigned a wonderful location
Show at Corbridge, where the
with our own entry and exit gate
Bears normally had a static display right next to it. So, the NE team
and the usual rehoming of teddy
having assembled the marquee and
lined up the cars, we all waited
with bated breath for the hordes of
punters intent on taking a ride in
one of our super line-up. However,
as the day wore on it became
increasingly clear that this was not
going to happen. Some people
walked past but just carried on
walking, regardless of our sales
pitch and entreaties to sample our
bears etc. Since we were now
wares. Some rides were booked,
providing Dream Rides, the event
notably in Andrew’s 57 Chevvy (are
was a co-venture between the
we surprised?), although a few
Polars and the NE Bears, with Phil
others did get rides; Mike Webber
and Kendral Ellis providing all of the in the F-Type and the Dino, Chris
preliminary discussions with the
Pollin in the Merc AMG, Hamish in
event organisers MG Northumbria,
the TVR 350C, and Nick Booth in
the equipment and booking team,
the lovely Morgan Plus 4, all got
and the Polars (Pat and myself)
one or two.
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BYWELL POSTSCRIPT

These raised the grand total of
£274.00 for the Smile for Life
charity; not a huge amount, but to
put it in context it’s better than the
amount raised at the predecessor
static show for the last couple of
years.

Needless to say there was a great
deal of soul searching as to where
the fault (if any) lay, and several
comments were sent to the
organiser, from both Phil and I,

Andrew let his bears play in the Bel
Air and of course they broke it.
So they said “We can fix it. No
problem!”

concerning the location in relation
to other show attractions (remote),
but it’s also possible that the
weather was just too hot to be
wandering around a car show,
and/or taking a ride in a potentially
hot car, since apparently the public
footfall was some 1500 down on
last year. Nevertheless, we intend
to be there next year and hope we
get more members’ cars, a better
location, and more people taking
rides.
Our thanks to those who did turn
up; as well as the aforementioned
these included first timer Geoff
Yates, Fiona and Mike Davies, Ron
Dyer, and not forgetting Claire and
Jenson Pollin, and Lesley Kay, who
all helped to make it a pleasant
social occasion in the sunshine.
This was a mistake. Much later
Dick Nortcliffe
that day, Andrew had to be given a
lift home on The Truck Of Shame.

The Bears, of course, slept through
it all.

Have a nice day!

WHAT'S
NEXT
September 2nd (Run on 1st)
Bo’ness Hill Climb Revival
contact Andrew Carrie
Andrew@acarrie.net
September 9th End of Season
Lunch, Collingwood Arms contact
Dick Nortcliffe
November 9-11th NEC Dream
Rides
December 9th Christmas Lunch Collingwood Arms contact Dick
Nortcliffe

CLASSICS IN THE CITY

Does it get any better??
Fantastic turn out of members;
brilliant sunny day on the historic
cobbled Royal Mile street; between
Edinburgh Castle and Holyrood
Palace.
This year the senior Traffic Warden
gave us a warm welcome and was
most accommodating in getting the
trader vans out of the area by
10.30. We even understood that the
Trump protest route had been
diverted to suit us!!
As in previous years Dick,with
willing helpers, rapidly erected the
gazebo - and we were go!!

Lining up the eclectic display were
Alan and Nes Bell in their much
loved red Lotus Excel: Mike
Webber with his gleaming white
Jaguar F type convertible: Sid
Palmer’s lapis blue Porsche Boxster
S: Rob Daniel’s immaculate 995
gleaming wild berry RR Flying
Spur; Stewart Brown’s 1932 20/25
Rolls Royce Park Ward Saloon:
Hamish Cubitt’s red TVR T350C:
Mark Mckail’s orange WestfieldKawasaki engine, with a
performance of a Buggati Veyron
….Mark likes the colour orange:
Mark Hunter just back from Le Man
in his black Ultima GT: Peter
Wood's cherished blue MGB GT:
Richard Webber’s pristine Lancia
1974 (blue Agnano colour) Fulvia;

all the way from Italy to join his
Lancia collection; Chris Cooney’s
open topped Panther Kallista: Ron
Dyer with his lovely TVR Chimaera.
Again, last but certainly not least;
Andrew Carrie’s 1950’s Chevrolet
Bel Air – well-polished in glamorous
blue and white with lots of chrome,
all much to the excitement of the
American tourist et al.
Visitors from around the world just
loved them all. Children, and even
adults with gleaming faces,
enjoyed a seat in their favourite
car with snapping cameras
everywhere!
The event was highlighted
throughout the day by Clown
Doctor JJ (theatrical lad from our
sponsored Hearts & Minds
Charity;) leaping around the cars
and creating a lot of fun for us all.
Shirley Monteith from H&M
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appeared with much enthusiasm
and bearing do-nuts to get the
“show on the road” – brilliant.
As in previous years the Royal Mile
was thronged with tourists from all
over the world; bringing in a total
contribution of £730 which is a new
record for this very much
respected event. Onwards and
upwards. It can now be said –
quietly - that we are an established
event in the annual calendar of the
Capital city.
Many thanks to all who attended.
It was great fun and here’s to
another repeat event next year;
“haste ye back”.
Sid Palmer

Contact Information
The Polar News Editor's position is
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